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Acknowledgment
All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a
force____ we must assume behind this force the existence of
conscious directing intelligence. Sacred Fire Silent Thought is the
matrix of all matter.
Max Planck, Nobel Prize Recipient, Father of Quantum Theory.
We are on the verge of disclosing a Spiritual
Universe and will ultimately conclude that what we call the
physical universe is A-Dimensional spontaneous emergence. The
evolution of invisible forces … accepted and unexplained until now.
Ernest Holmes, Father of Science of Mind.

Max Planck and Ernest Holmes are examples of
famous and unheralded multitudes predating Ancient
Wisdom Vedas to Now Moments of Quantum Physics.
Everyone contributes to Cosmic Conscious Oneness and
the NATURAL POWER OF OMNILOVE brings humanity
the benefit of Wholeness. GOD IS I AM represents The
Flames of Sacred Fire Silent Thought that awaken
humanity to the innate realization that individual
human Oneness is GODSELF REVEALED IN-FLESH.
COSMIC CONSCIOUS ONENESS PRECEDES ALL HUMAN
CONSTRUCTIVE ACHIEVEMENT AND FORMS THE
FOUNDATION FOR GODSELF REVEALED IN-FLESH. The

contents of the books, Collaboration with Cosmic
Conscious Oneness, has been Revealed to humankind
with Blessings, Miracles and Victories. Go forth to the
Victorious accomplishment of Ascension Now brought
to Planet Earth that each of you desire attainment of.
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Foreword
THE INVISIBLE MATRIX OF ALL MATTER, COSMIC
CONSCIOUS ONENESS INTELLIGENCE COLLABORATES
WITH GODSELF REVEALED IN-FLESH.

Individually, many humans believe their current
embodiment is not perfect, because ‘past baggage’ is too
much for them to bear. Such false appearance is the
result of accumulated egoistic human discord claimed
as Truth. The Shift to Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Awareness is complete and disconnects us from all
egoistic human discord. In other words, when humans
focus their attention on GODSELF REVEALED, egoistic
appearances are dissolved by Equanimity, Happiness
and Harmony.
Universally, GODSELF REVEALED, are guided,
guarded, protected, provided for and prepared during
Spiritual Expansion. As you experience Spiritual
Expansion be confident that you are an individual
expression of ONE GODSELF, entombed in a human body
for a blink of an eye, as compared to Life Eternal.
Realize the Omnipresent Father within the body does
the work, not human being.
When individual visible human friends are not
receptive and do not understand Collaboration with
Cosmic Conscious Oneness, remind yourself that the
self-centered ego driven world gives way gradually and
naturally to Divine Right Order, Always. REALIZE THE
UNIVERSE WORKS FOR YOU, NOT AGAINST YOU, SIMPLY
BECAUSE IT IS WE. Relax in Equanimity and allow Your

Self to Enjoy Life.
Ascended Master Max: Mr. and Mrs. Max Taylor
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Introduction
Within the vast sky and ocean depths, The ADimension, Cosmic Conscious Oneness, GODSELF reigns.
Only nothingness holds all, and contains everything, in
indivisible OMNIPOTENTIAL WHOLENESS.
In the ADimension, material form, yet to come, already is. Setting
parameters on Life does not allow unlimited expansion of
the Universe and measurement of the Universe can only
tell us what has been. Becoming, which is Being Forever,
is made of experience and information. ‘All’ is a seamless
Oneness, and there is no space that does not contain NO
THING. To get anywhere one must go beyond extreme
limits lest something is missed.
As pointed out in, THE FRUIT OF THE NUT: Oneness
in a Nutshell, it was revealed to Einstein that ‘nothing’
travels faster than the speed of light. What, then, is ever to
worry about? NO THING. In Becoming Being Alive
Forever, we have choice and there are no limits. Tsunami
is evidence of this truth: that only ‘nothing’ lasts forever
and our true nature is OMNIPRESENT NOTHING.
GODSELF REVEALED declares WE are guided and
revealed. ‘THEE’ is ‘WE’ in One Self. WE are GODSELF IN
FLESH. Showing Love and Respect for yourself and others
Reveals GODSELF.
Human created discord/self-destruction makes Earth
the Dark Planet. Humans do not control Love: you allow
Love to BE by making room for it to exist. Love is giving
support and compromise if needed. Making room for
Love through goodwill creates an attitude and climate of
Love Acceptance.
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GODSELF INVOCATION
I AM a very powerful Being of Divine Origin.
I REST IN THE GLORY OF GOD.
I AM the loving embrace of God’s Divine Grace.
I REVEAL THE GLORY OF GOD.
I AM the Holy Presence of God Being.
I BESTOW THE GLORY OF GOD.
I AM Eternal – Immortal.
I WITNESS AND BEHOLD GOD’S DIVINE GLORY.
I AM Harmony, Peace, Divine Love incarnate all-inclusive.
I BRING DIVINE LOVE INTO ALL RELATIONSHIPS.
I AM Divine Order expressing perfect health true form.
I SUSTAIN ALL RICHLY WITH ABUNDANT SUPPLY.
I AM the Greater Creative Endeavor and Idea.
I BECOME EMBODIED EVENT AND INFORMATION.
I AM so grateful and thankful in all this.
BY THE GRACE OF GODSELF
Individual humans do not exist except in idea.
HUMANS EMANATE GODSELF REVEALED.
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GOD IS I AM
______* _______
THE GIFT
GENDERLESS
INNATE CLIMATIC RELEASE

Sacrilegious human creation
sex, sin, sadness, suffering are not
gifts from Cosmic Conscious Oneness
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Chapter 1

YOURSELF GODSELF
GODSELF is Your Self embodied

Over and over again no end
An unending flow always emanating
No thing is separate
One Governing Wisdom
Getting comfortable embodied in skin
Means Loving GODSELF
Your own Higher Vibrating Body
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GOD IS I AM

______

Revealing Wholeness GODSELF REVEALED is our
True Being. REVEALING GODSELF we accept a life of
fulfillment
REVEALED

that

makes

us

complete.

GODSELF

transcends any condition: eliminates fear,

lack, longing, sadness and stress. Separation from
GODSELF

is false belief, the cause of our despair. Living

Life Light Love, Cosmic Conscious Oneness, is
GODSELF REVEALED

prayer without ceasing.
In Oneness

There’s no big, little,
Older or younger
Greater or less than.
The Presence of GODSELF
Is inclusive and equal in OMNILOVE.
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YOURSELF GODSELF
People react to ego-self-accumulation as if it is real
and absorb the negativity. Negative mental and physical
side effects increase with every confirming false
thought, until veracity in the negativity is established
even though there are no foundations to support ego.
The belief that negative conditions exist cause the
medical appearance of serious mental illness, altered
states of conscience, criminal situations and troubling
relationships. The nonexistent ego-self is established by
chronic reactions to the accumulation of past human
discord - mass-mind psychic realm memory. It is false
belief that ego-self exists as a state of being. The ego-self
parasite exists as idea in mind and does not exist in
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Sacred Fire Silent Thought.
You do not have to be a ‘rocket scientist’ to realize that
the negative thought patterns that we claim as real are
dissolved by OMNILOVE and Reveal GODSELF True
State of Being.
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GOD IS I AM ___

______

REVEALING ONENESS

GODSELF REALIZATION

IS THE

JOY OF LIFE

OMNIPRESENT FLAMES OF SPIRIT
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
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____________________________YOURSELF GODSELF

SILENT WITNESSING
THE NEW NATURAL

Although our Divine Nature is innate,
‘Living in Oneness’ is practice
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
GODSELF REVEALED

When self-centered ego
Controls our desires and fears …
Separation from Oneness cause
Conflict, longing, struggle and suffering …
The Option is The Wise Choice.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________

WE maintain equanimity
by turning away
from negative input and desires.
Longing and sadness can be avoided
When we switch off ego self,
Listen in silence and realize
GOD IS I AM
Guided, guarded, protected, provided for and prepared.
GODSELF REVEALED
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_____

____YOURSELF GODSELF

It’s impossible to put a finger on first cause. The
finger is just a figure of speech and first cause has no
physical form. GODSELF is first cause and this prime
cause originates from intent that arises, like Sunshine,
over the horizon of Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
OMNIPOTENT

Realization within Cosmic Conscious

Oneness fulfills the intent of first cause to create
manifest form. Thus, coming into embodiment is first
cause to GODSELF Being Revealed. You are first cause
of GODSELF being REVEALED. The only way to put a
finger on first cause, so to speak, is to use your own
finger and point at GODSELF REALIZATION: not ego-self.
The ego self can never be first cause to anything because
ego problems are in the psychic realm memory matrix:
not Collaboration with Cosmic Conscious Oneness. The
ONENESS OF GODSELF

is the only source of all that

exists. Ego does not exist except belief in death and selfdestruction. Only by Living in Oneness can first cause
Be Realized GODSELF REVEALED.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________
When

you

become

OMNIPRESENT GODSELF

SELF-REALIZED,

the

begins Living Collaboration

with Cosmic Conscious Oneness. The connection with
REVEALMENT OF GODSELF is

complete by making room

for Life Light Love practicing SACRED FIRE SILENT
THOUGHT.

Control your Destiny: acknowledge your

connection and the connection’s permanent.
Focus of Attention is first cause of Being GODSELF
REVEALED.

The progress in the change of your thinking

is gradual and natural.
LET GODSELF ACTIVITY
The Father within
do the work: WE are
guided, guarded, protected
provided for and prepared.
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Chapter 2
LIFE OF CREATION
COLLABORATION WITH
COSMIC CONSCIOUS ONENESS
INNATE GODSELF REALIZATION
WHEN YOU REALIZE - GODSELF REVEALED

dissolves ego in the relative world.

COSMIC CONSCIOUS ONENESS
does not coexist with ego.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________

AGAPE

Living in Oneness is OMNILOVE
OMNILOVE is Universal Power
Indivisible Wholeness

OMNILOVE empowers individual expression
No circumference
All equal and pervasive
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___________________________________Life of Creation
SIX UNIVERSAL OMNI POWERS
OMNILOVE, OMNIPRESENCE, OMNISCIENCE,
OMNIPOTENCE, OMNIPOTENTIAL, OMNIWILL

Infiltrate Reality of Infinite Oneness.
According to Literary Documentation
COSMIC CONSCIOUS ONENESS, OMNIS,

are the unifying

powers of GODSELF REVEALED that fill the Universe
with God’s Love and we accept this Truth in the
Infinite Reality of Oneness. We are the Omnipresent
Power of Nature and Beings of the Elements, the
Mighty Electronic Force of Energy SIX OMNI POWERS.
The Omnipresent Power of Nature and
Beings of the Elements flourish in spite of human
discord sacrilegious interference, desecration and selfdestruction.

Mankind

prefers

self-destruction

in

preference to Revealing God’s Love even though
humanity are expressions of GODSELF REVEALED INFLESH.

God’s Love and Plan of Perfection were not

meant to self-destruct civilization after civilization.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________

The all-inclusive Universe is self-sustained by SIX
OMNI

POWERS.

OMNILOVE

empowers

individual

experience and expression. The Indivisible Wholeness
and Immortality of SIX OMNI POWERS cannot be
claimed by egoistic mentalities. When WE think the
Universe works against us, the truth is, the human
created

ego-self

works

against

us.

Individual

misperceptions of thinking manifest change and
negatively affect the world humans have to exist in. Pain
and suffering are experienced during times egoistic
parasite presents inaccurate appearances that we are
separated from GODSELF. The fact is, WE are never
separate from each other and every Now moment
reveals our permanent connection with GODSELF
REVEALED IN-FLESH.

GODSELF IS THE INTELLIGENT

POWER HUMAN CALLS CONSCIENCE.
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___________________________________Life of Creation

During collaboration
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
OMNILOVE REVEALS

What more we need to know.
Contrary to doing ‘nothing’
During moments of Solitude
WE Reveal Clear Truth.
The inherent powers of Love Light Life are
Universally indivisible and undifferentiated during
embodiment. Harmonious experience maintains Unity
Sanity and Harmony is our real True Being.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________
LIFE OF CREATION
‘I AM’ IMMORTALITY
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
WALKING THE FACE OF EARTH
OMNIPRESENT IMMORTALITY OF THE UNIVERSE
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
GOD’S ETERNAL LOVE
I ACKNOWLEDGE WHEREVER I ABIDE
GREAT CENTRAL SUN’S GREAT COMMAND
TO FREE MANKIND FROM HUMAN CREATED EGO
AS I APPROACH
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___________________________________Life of Creation

‘I AM’ IMMORTALITY
CHRIST CONSCIOUS ONENESS
GREAT CENTRAL SUN’S
GREAT COMMAND TO THE UNIVERSE!
‘I AM’ IMMORTALITY
GREAT CENTRAL SUN’S COMMAND
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
AND I BID IT COME FORTH AND
ANNIHILATE HUMAN CREATED EGO
TO THE GLORY OF MY MIGHTY GODSELF
AND THE FREEDOM OF LIFE
BY THE LOVE WHICH ‘I AM’
SEE FOR YOURSELVES WHETHER GOD IS
YOUR DEFENDER, OR NOT
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________
When injury happens in tangible visible form we
seek relief from pain. Whereas, invisible accumulated
mental anguish is labeled as disease. Mind-altering
prescription drugs do not cure mental disturbance. For
humans to heal visible injury and mental anguish, the
effects of ego, deep-rooted habitual thought patterns,
must be replaced with the innate Realization of Cosmic
Conscious Oneness. GODSELF Realization frees humans
from egoistic discord that separate mankind from
Oneness.

Sacred Fire Silent Thought, God’s Eternal

Love, Reveals Oneness and the fact that we are never
alone without assistance. Enjoy life and allow GODSELF
REVEALED

to guide, guard, protect, provide for and

prepare you with Blessings, Equanimity, Harmony, Joy
and Victory of Ascension you deserve.
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___________________________________Life of Creation
The ego is connected with mind through the memory
matrix and the ‘baggage’ of past experience.
The balance of this chapter illustrates how
the ego self is the antithesis of GODSELF. In order to
know the GODSELF we must transcend ego. The
baggage in memory runs deep and we carry it around
with us as though it is part of us, so to speak. In this
way ego controls individual mind and reactions to
present experience through accumulated habitual
thought patterns held in the memory matrix. When we
are not consciously aware of what we are thinking, we
allow this ego parasite to reach into our ‘baggage’ for
thoughts that grip our attention. Soon, we 'role play' in
mind

with

unfounded

climatic

consequences, doubt, hate, fear …

fantasy,

dire
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________
Stories of speculation escalate when we
allow ego to repeat over and over again, the negative
thought patterns.

Time is a waste, Equanimity and

Harmony are stolen from us when ego negativity is
allowed occupation of our mind, rather than Sacred
Fire Silent Thought. Egoistic thought causes separation
from GODSELF REVEALED because the function of an
egoistic state of mind is self-centeredness and selfdestruction. Since thought conveys out loud what we
think about; you may often realize ego-self predicts
future events that happen. Even though egoistic
thoughts are contained or limited to individual memory
matrix, egoistic parasite hooks you in a mind-set of
predilection toward dire consequences. This dangerous
feedback loop of egoistic storytelling causes fear and
misperception that the Universe is working against
you!!
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__________________________________Life of Creation

It cannot be overemphasized
that any expression of Harmony
such as a smile, care giving,
compliment or compassion is
GODSELF REVEALED bringing

forth Spiritual Expansion and Peace.
Living in Oneness
embrace your GODSELF
and depart from ego-self.
This choice bestows Harmony and Joy.
Gifts from the Universe
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Chapter 3

Profound Infinite
COSMIC CONSCIOUS ONENESS

Not moving forward? Forever?
Hug a tree!
Trees understand!!
If you feel anger
Throw a rock, then, return the rock.
Nothing is separate.
Let the Thistles grow
Birds will thank you.
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GOD IS I AM

______

Even though we know that air is necessary for
life, humans take air for granted. Air is vital to Being
human, and nothing gives us more JOY after
experiencing a breath of foul air than a breath of fresh
pure air.

Once we realize the flow
CCO in Life Love Light
Is as vital to our Being
As the air we breathe,
WE Experience

Fulfillment of Life Eternal
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____Profound Infinite
Just as the flow of breathing air, the infusion of
Cosmic

Conscious

Oneness

CCO

enters

every

embodiment and empowers us. This Creative Process is
Indivisible, Eternal and connects humans to Oneness.
WE exist by Omnipresent GODSELF Being even though

it is not an inherent conscious awareness until we
realize it. Invisible CCO reaches into the visible world
to Bestow Gifts on mankind. The Profound Infinite
infiltrates Consciousness, like the air we breathe, and is
the existence of ALL LIFE. Cosmic Conscious Oneness is
the air we breathe. More fluid than air CCO reaches
Universally, everywhere simultaneously through every
individual Being. Sacred Fire Silent Thought, Cosmic
Conscious Oneness, like immanent osmosis, permeates
throughout the World, Universe and Eternity.
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GOD IS I AM

______

Six Omnis are gifts of Cosmic Conscious Oneness

Omnipresence, ever present
Omniscience, all knowing
Omnipotence, all powerful
Omnipotential, unlimited possibility
OMNILOVE and OMNIWILL

These gifts are the bedrock of becoming and are carried
forth into human being by OMNIWILL and OMNILOVE
through movement.

When Omnipresence is Revealed,
Invisible Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Is profusely effective creating goodwill.
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Chapter 4

Realization Prevails
Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Innate Realization
When you Realize
GODSELF REVEALED
Dissolves ego in the relative world.

Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Does not CO-EXIST with ego.
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GOD IS I AM

______

Realization is God Conscious Oneness.
Realization reveals Oneness Unity.
Omniscient Realization
CREATE GODSELF WHOLENESS
OMNI POWERS FIRST CAUSE TO EXISTENCE

Universal Power Realization
Claim It Allow Realization to be.
Not human limitation.
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______________________________Realization Prevails
When Realization of Oneness and Universal Omni
Power awaken humanity, Life Realization, is Eternal
Forever. Frequently, Realization rests on concentrating
hard enough, that you think you are strong enough to do
anything.

However, individual accumulated egoistic

thinking in mass memory matrix continuously feed beliefs
that create human limitation. In contrast to Oneness, ego
experience fosters separation from GODSELF REVEALED.
Switching from patterns of habitual doubt overcome
being a self-centered ego. Fortunate for humanity,
Spiritual Expansion is constantly bestowed and Cosmic
Conscious Oneness dissolves egoistic thinking when you
realize that what you do to others, you do to yourself.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________
Realization of OMINPOTENTIAL should rightfully
take precedence over personal inaccurate ego thoughts
that

are

only

negative

perception

about

human

limitations. When we are receptive to Truth, it is a given
that we Reveal the influx of Love, bestowed by GODSELF
REVEALED OMNISCIENCE.
WISDOM

The entry for OMNISCIENT

into human embodiment is Sacred Fire Silent

Thought Collaboration. A requirement for receptivity is to
‘do nothing to impede’ Clear Truth. It is necessary for
you to dismiss misleading ego information to Reveal
Abundance and Love.

Accept the offer of OMNILOVE

inner guidance and consider the Unbounded Oneness of
OMNI POWERS.

The OMNI POWERS reach everyone in this

manner and therein resides the power of Omniscient
Universal Realization.
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______

Realization Prevails

Realization is so integral to Being Alive Forever
that self cannot exist without it. Humans cannot move
forward without Realization because we do not live in a
predetermined mechanical world. Creative Process, which
is God’s Will, OMNIWILL, allows the gaps of nothingness
to be bridged by Faith. Faith is expressed in GODSELF
ONENESS.

The question may be asked, “Whether we have

Realization in GODSELF or ego?”
The first cause of REVEALMENT is Sacred Fire
Silent Thought; thereafter, Spiritual Expansion increases
conscious awareness of GODSELF ONENESS. It is Strong
Realization, which manifest change; and egoistic weak,
scattered thoughts do not manifest change. Realization in
GODSELF REVEALED

exceeds belief in mass memory

matrix about human limitations before humanity attain
Victory of Ascension. The progress in the change of your
thinking is gradual, natural and keeps pace with the
strength of Realization.

Holding focused attention on

undesirable human discord strengthens egos’ claim on
you. Your thoughts must focus attention on what you
Realize is True.
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GOD IS I AM

______

Realizing that physical matter is not
First cause, but an effect of first cause,
Wholeness becomes comprehensible
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Forever
GODSELF REVEALED manifest embodiment

Omnipresent Conscious Oneness
Finally expressed human terminology.
ENERGY FORMED IN FALSE BELIEF
CREATE FALSE TESTIMONY

Human limitation negative conditions
Illusion
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_______________________________Realization Prevails

OMNIWILL AND OMNISCIENT REALIZATION

Actualize invisible reality through
GODSELF REVEALED.

Experience and event
form around Expansion of Realization
Emanate Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Awareness of events ‘Being’ manifested.
The cause of lack during embodiment
is separation from Oneness.
We accept and receive abundant gifts when
REALIZATION OF OMNI POWERS

REVEAL EARTH AS HEAVEN
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GOD IS I AM

______

Visioning is a form of
Collaboration with Cosmic Conscious Oneness
An out-picturing, not image making
Visioning reveals what is to be.
This is Divine Guidance
forming coming events.
OMNIPOTENTIAL POWER

Putting demands on God is another
ego trip that does not resolve
chants of wanting and longing; but
reinforce perceptions of not having.
Life is caught in the degradation of human creation
To say ‘I want’ is to say ‘I don’t have.’
This idea is not what you want to believe.
Religion, Mindsets tie mankind to Earth
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Realization Prevails

Achieving an Attitude of Abundance
Having abundance of any constructive good is
Cosmic Conscious Oneness
free from desire.
GODSELF REALIZATION LIFE EVERLASTING …

the way Life is meant to be for All.
Realizing that All God has to give
is already given is pure JOY
GODSELF REVEALED

JOY is an expression of fulfillment
that does not begin or end with your embodiment.
HALLELUJAH
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GOD IS I AM

______

Living in Oneness
I can be your enemy
-if you need thatI can handle it.
What I cannot allow
is for you to be my enemy.
An enemy is the epitome of the
‘Nothingness’ of the ego.
Ascended Master Feeling
Luminous Presence
Enfold me and disconnect me
From human creation.
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Chapter 5

Brain Factor
Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Uses so called brain hemispheres
Embodied function and navigation
During Space/Time.
GODSELF REVEALED connection

Installation usually right
hemisphere of the brain.
WE ARE GODSELF REVEALED
Closer than hands and feet.
Choosing ego - human free will choice.
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GOD IS I AM

______

Humanity has free will choice on what to focus
their attention on. Adults teach their children what to
focus their attention on. An option, music, assists adult
and children to live in Harmony and Equanimity.
Individual mind controls the switch from ego to
GODSELF REVEALED,

to the extent that adults realize we

are divinely guided, guarded, protected, provided for and
prepared. My Stroke of Insight verified that the switch
from ego to GOSELF REVEALED is maintained by free-will
choice.

A neuroscientist of the brain, Dr. Jill Bolte

Taylor’s expertise and knowledge allowed Collaboration
with Cosmic Conscious Oneness to trace the pathway of a
major stroke through the anatomy of her brain and follow
her ‘path of recovery’ to Reveal scientific metaphysical
discoveries.
With the switch from ego-self to GODSELF
egoistic mentality disappears. GODSELF
easier, a pleasure to focus on and without
the negative side effects caused by human created egoistic
discord.
REVEALED the
REALIZATION is

45
___Brain Factor
The damage during the stroke to the left
hemisphere of Dr. Taylor’s brain temporarily caused her
body to function with the navigation capabilities of a
newborn infant. Dr. Taylor discovered a state of bliss and
peace, while, what we call her brain, functioned only in
the right hemisphere during the loss of memory, motor
skills and sensory function located in the left hemisphere.
During her recovery she realized that she was “standing
aside” from the usual ego influence thinking in the left
hemisphere while she relaxed and rested in GODSELF
REVEALED

right hemisphere timeless inactivity. To

“stand aside” became her switch to shut out the former
addictive negatively conditioned chatter of past experience
held in mass memory psychic realm matrix of left
hemisphere activity.
Human created pharmaceutical greed altering the
function of human organs is human created selfdestruction. Ultimately the cause of pain is human
created, the pain remedy is revealed collaboration with
cosmic conscious oneness.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________
The bundle of fibers, corpus callosum, that
connect the right and left hemisphere of the brain allowed
Dr. Taylor to experience spiritual equanimity and
comprehend that Cosmic Conscious Oneness operates in
the right hemisphere, as well as, the left hemisphere of
the brain. Dr. Taylor’s discoveries Reveals that human
use of the right hemisphere of the brain is to Collaborate
with Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
The Universal Wholeness of Conscious Oneness.
The ability to share the awareness of her
experience may be comprehended as
GODSELF PROTECTION

During assistance and recovery from the stroke
by her GODSELF, Mother and Ascended Channels
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Chapter 6

Way of Revealment
GodSelf Revealed Christ
Conscious Oneness

Way of REVEALMENT
Surrender of the Soul
Joyfully embraced by the
Splendorous One that
Receives GODSELF as it is given
REVEALED IN OMNILOVE.
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GOD IS I AM____________________________________

Dormant, so to speak, in The Essential Nothing of the
A-Dimensional Realm, yet GODSELF REVEALED SIX
OMNI POWERS

Omnipresence is most closely aligned with GODSELF.
REVEALMENT

of Omnipresence encompasses all that is

by virtue Being A-Dimensional Universe. OMNI POWERS
function and imbue existence as GODSELF.
Omnipotence empowers potential and Reveals that the
source of our energy is Omnipresent. David Boehm
discovered by Cosmic Conscious Oneness REVEALMENT
that there is enough Omnipotence in each cubic
centimeter of the Nothingness of Space to more than
recreate the entire Universe. Wholeness and the
Implicate Order. Nobel Prize Recipient.
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________________________________Way of Revealment
Omniscience All Knowing Wisdom aspect Reveals
Wholeness when humans are receptive and open to
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Awareness. Realizing and
using

GODSELF

is

INTELLIGENCE

Omniscience.

Innately, everyone has access to Universal Power
Omniscience.
Omnilove (Agape-Greek) is the Universal Force of
Energy

sustaining

Wholeness.

Cosmic

Omnilove is Power of Attraction.

in

scope

Omnilove holds

everything in place, from the macro orbit of the celestial
bodies to the illuminating micro light of a firefly.
Unlimited possibility defines the proof of Omnipotential
that lies inherent in the SIX OMNI POWERS and human
existence.
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GOD IS I AM

______

REVEALMENT

everyone,

so

REVEALED

Receptive. GODSELF REVEALED FATHER

WITHIN

long

is open at the top, so to speak, for
as

individuals

are

GODSELF

Jesus Christ Conscious Oneness. GODSELF

INTENTION

is for everyone to REVEAL ONENESS

EXPRESSION FOR UNITY.

Cosmic Conscious Oneness is

Inclusive and excludes no one as Everlasting God
Conscious Oneness. Although, you never separate
yourself from Oneness, when you complain, condemn,
or criticize, verbal or not, those are egoistic thoughts
that create the appearance of separation for yourself.
Realizing GODSELF REVEALED your Joy is automatic.
Humankind, do for not to others. Individual self-talk,
tabernacle prayer acknowledges GODSELF REVEALED
and strengthens Collaboration with Cosmic Conscious
Oneness, knowledge and realization, for greater
Wellness of Being.
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____Way of Revealment

Simply, by using individual knowledge and
realization about Cosmic Conscious Oneness and the SIX
OMNI POWERS, creating goodwill is not a mystery.
Comprised of circumstances and
Material form, conditions are changeable.
GODSELF WORLD

Is Revealed according to Realization.
Thoughts that you or others are un-favored, disavowed or
diminished are ego thought leading to false belief and
suffering.
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“Seeing is Realizing.”
Ego thinking is
Human perception; distorted
Flawed or incomplete,
yet absolutely believed.
Don’t know what sees?
If you can’t say what sees
then what Realizes?
To answer – quit perceiving with ego.
Clear the mind and listen in stillness.
GODSELF reveals ‘Real’ invisible Truth.
You are not your body.
You are Divine Spiritual Superb Being.
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Intent claims our good
and names first cause.
Omniwill brings it forth with Omniscience;
and Realization manifests this claim through
Omnipotential.
is prayer of realization and not one
of seeking. It is the ego self that thinks in terms
of, ‘I have to have.’ The major assumption of
REVEALMENT is that there are no conditions to
overcome. I already have all God has to give.
REVEALMENT

All that ‘Is’ of the GODSELF
already ’Is,’ given in Oneness and
waits to be revealed or expressed
through GODSELF REVEALED
I Realize I own the Universe
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Human change is necessary and inevitable.
Evolution is an explanation of change; however,
theories of evolution only scratch the surface
of Realization. Cosmic Conscious Oneness is the
primary cause of human change and this fact is
inclusive of evolution. Most important, ongoing
REVEALMENT takes place in the vast domain of
Cosmic Conscious Oneness. The interrelationship of SIX OMNI POWERS guarantee human
change: Becoming into Being GODSELF REVEALED.
We participate in the Creative Process of change
GODSELF REVEALED

Intent, arising from GODSELF
maintain and sustain the Universe
bequeathing Blessings we receive
when we accept them.
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All of Heaven is already given
Waiting to be Realized by humanity
through REVEALMENT
To co- join Self with God
Is Prayer Itself
Omnipotence contains
Divine Presence, which is Being.
The three letters, “I AM”
Reveal Complete Good.
What follows “I AM” is REVEALMENT
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God is the Presence of All being.
Oneness from which there is no separation.
One Self is REVEALMENT Cosmic Conscious
Oneness.
GODSELF
I AM Perfect, Whole and Complete.
I AM aware of others’ needs.
I AM abundantly supplied.
I AM deservedly loved.
I AM a living embodiment of God incarnate.
I AM Fulfilled in Conscious Oneness.
I REVEAL the Presence of Being.
I REVEAL the Love of GODSELF.
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Chapter 7

I AM of Jesus
Infinity is unified Wholeness
Nothing set apart.
Complete
Surrender of All
to the One
in which One
returns to All.
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The following analysis of the philosophy of
Spiritual Metaphysics and the King James Version of
the Bible regarding interpretations about Jesus are
consistent with one another.

The Gospel of Mark

entitles Jesus with the designation, ‘Sun of God.’ The
Gospels of Matthew, Luke and John confirm this
declaration of Divinity.

Jesus referred to God as

‘Father Within’ and also referred to himself as being
Sun of God. All of the foregoing references link Jesus
with God as One and Jesus states, “I and my Father
Within are One,” GODSELF. While Oriental cultures
have taken Universal Wholeness for granted for
thousands of years; Revealed, Einstein Theory of
Relativity,
Wholeness.

scientifically

proved

The

Theory

of
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___I AM of Jesus
At the Council of Constantinople 381 A.D., the

Ecumenical Christian Statement of Faith deleted
teaching about Spiritual Metaphysical Wholeness and
the interpretation of the embodiment and crucifixion of
Jesus made him exclusively the ‘only’ Sun of God.
However, a closer look at the Gospel of John Reveals
that Jesus exemplified Oneness and there is no claim to
an exclusive relationship Being ‘only’ Sun of God.
Understanding the Naturalness of Oneness in Universal
Cosmic Conscious Oneness, Jesus claimed that everyone
had access to profound God Realization. On the other
hand, biblical references to the ‘Son of Man’ do not
mention God Realization.
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Profound

understanding

of

the

Unity

of

Wholeness enabled Jesus to abide in the Universal
power of Omniscience and with God Realization to
state, “I Am the messenger of God.” It was crystal clear
that Jesus demonstrated the power and authority to
teach the Principles of Wholeness and to share the
opportunity

with

everyone

to

live

UNIVERSAL OMNI POWERS, OMNILOVE,

in

Oneness.

are the lasting

and sustaining powers over all conditions. In particular,
the practice and teaching of OMNILOVE support the
claim of Jesus Being a Savior. If the correct
understanding of REVEALMENT OF ONENESS and Jesus’
teachings to Love one another were continued, mankind
would be living in World Peace. (John Chapter 12 and
Epistle General 1).
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___I AM of Jesus
Unfortunately, Jesus was portrayed as exclusive

and separation from our relationship with GODSELF
became Belief. When we realize that Jesus taught
inclusive unity of Wholeness and Oneness, then giving
and receiving Reveals the Universal flow of Harmony.
Fragmentation of Christ Conscious Oneness causes
separation from God’s Love, fear and suffering. The
belief that Jesus is the only Sun of God results in
containment of power over humans. Making Christ
Conscious Oneness exclusive, God Realization and the
abundant life that humans are created to reveal and
express is denied to everyone. Utilizing the Six
Universal Omni Powers, ego will be consumed and
disempowered by the flame of its’ own fire of
desecration.
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Humanity SUN GODSELF REVEALED IN-FLESH
accomplish acceptance of the Existence of Christ
Conscious Oneness Universal Peace and Harmony. This
includes the Realization that we are ONE with each
other, Avatars, Jesus Christ Conscious Oneness and
together are assisted above the fog of mortal illusion.
Spiritually, Creative Process humankind are equally
created with direct access to Universal Gifts Cosmic
Conscious Oneness Omni Powers. In the final analysis,
it is crystal clear, that the purpose of embodied Life and
transformation of Jesus was to Reveal GODSELF
Oneness. The Gospel of John concludes that I AM JESUS
GODSELF REVEALED.
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___I AM of Jesus

Commonly, Christians teach that Jesus died on
the cross to save humans from sin, and in essence, ‘God’
sacrificed his ‘only’ human Son in a horrific death
carried out by egoistic human detractors and eliminated
Oneness. Jesus’ embodiment and crucifixion were given
egoistic meaning, which glorified him as the only Savior
of the world. Thereby, Christian religious theology
separates everyone from Oneness, contrary to Jesus’
valuable teachings.

We Reveal The Universal Omni

Powers and teachings of Jesus and Realize GODSELF
REVEALED

BLESSINGS,

The Gifts of Abundance,

Harmony, Joy and Peace during human embodiment.
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Honoring Jesus and other Avatars
Reveal LIFE Peace … Prosperity.
GODSELF GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT

God’s direct relationship Highest Potential Fulfilled.
Human belief, without Oneness, that only
Jesus has a direct relationship to God creates
confusion, hatred, separation and suffering.
REVEALMENT - JESUS’ MINISTRY
GODSELF - BEING ALL
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Chapter 8

A-Dimension
Boundaries designated in
various terms such as:
4th Dimension, 5th Dimension,
Multi-Dimension and Field,
are best referred to as
non-dimensional A-Dimension
where no boundary is found in
non-measurable points of emergence.
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Conscious Oneness, Spirit, Life are
frames of reference in the A-Dimension.
Invisible points of emergence
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
spontaneously appear like fireflies
and interact immediately
in the continuum of space/time.
Sacred Fire Silent Thought Energy aligns with
material mass and directs movement to take on the form
of free will choice human body in action. Sensory intake
is

inherently

mentally

processed

to

further

our

development and assist navigation. Creative Process
sensory intake with physical movement, influence our
embodied experience and perception.
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Functions of memory, sensory intake and
physical movement are factors located
in the left hemisphere of the brain
and do not determine Life or Being.
True Reality exists within
the right hemisphere connection
euphoric nirvana
Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Sacred Fire Silent Thought
where the tracks of experience
become evidence of the invisible.
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Physical matter exists in movement and therefore,
can be measured. Knowledge of measureable physical
facts during space/time embodiment does not address the
invisible influential aspects of Sacred Fire Silent
Thought.

Ascended

Masters

receive

empirical

understanding of existence through our un-ascended
experience of time, measured in segments, and space
measured by distance.
The urgent first priority of Education is to
emphasize knowledge of GODSELF REALIZATION over
corollary needs of the objective world.

For example,

students must be educated about Universal Blessings and
Gifts: A-Dimension, Compassion, Consciousness, Cosmic
Conscious Oneness, GODSELF, Immortality, R-E-S-P-E-C-T,
REVEALMENT

and Thrill of Climax in order to make

meaningful and reasonable sense of embodiment.
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A-Dimension accommodates Experience
and Thought; both absolute and abstract.
Sacred Fire Silent Thought,
Realized as A-Dimensional
Realm gives meaning to life.
A-Dimension is so called because it is a-priori and
inclusive of all dimensions. It is inclusive of all that is
invisible Real Truth and visible humanly created and
imagined. Time and space exists in no boundaries of the
A-Dimensional Realm. Objects emerged into space/time
from the A-Dimensional Realm are arbitrarily defined
and measured by Time, during segments of Time.
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Physical matter is required in order to experience
embodiment during space/time. During our existence
between embodiments, space/time are non-existent.
Before an event occurs it is Sacred Fire Silent Thought
and has no tangible connection to our physical
environment. Sacred Fire Silent Thought / Cosmic
Conscious Oneness gives meaning to intangible events.
For instance, you cannot measure lovemaking during
space/time embodiment as indicative of the passion of
Love. The Depth of Real Love Is Sacred Fire Silent
Thought and humans can only allow all that is Love, to
BE LOVE.

A-Dimension allows for experience of

Perpetual Spiritual Expansion from the inception of
intent to complete emanation from Cosmic Conscious
Oneness. Measurement of Spiritual Expansion along the
journey of embodiment can be relatively useful, however,
as Eternal Spiritual Beings the picture and story are
never completed.
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A-Dimension accommodates
Spiritual Expansion, whatever mode it takes
from intent to completion;
Alpha to Omega of the One.
Human conditions are not a fixed arrangement
of energies in space/time,
but rather, they are a fluid matrix
of developing Realization.
The Profound Invisible is untouched by space/time
measurement, so where does it exist? A-Dimensional
Infinite Reality and human finite space/time experience
simultaneously exist along side and within our physical
embodiment of Being. Ontology is the Study of Being
Alive

Forever.

This

definition

must

encompass

Omnipresence. Invisibleness cannot be described in terms
of physical senses. The A-Dimension and GODSELF are
Realized by description during invisible intuitive sense
while

contemplating,

inspirational

writing

meditating,
Collaboration

channeling,
with

Cosmic

Conscious Oneness / Sacred Fire Silent Thought. In this
way, Cosmic Conscious Oneness Spiritual Expansion
infiltrates spontaneously and simultaneously throughout
the Universe, confirming and verifying that Cosmic
Conscious Oneness Eternal Shift is complete.
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We Have Come A Long Way, Baby!
An explanation and verification of the relevancy
of the foregoing information about the A-Dimension,
has been paraphrased here and was made reference to
in Chapter 5 Brain Factor, My Stroke of Insight. Dr.
Taylor was unable to use sensory and physical functions
during a major stroke while her Sacred Fire Silent
Thought Lived in the right hemisphere of her brain.
The account Dr. Taylor shares about her journey in
Cosmic Conscious Oneness is an accurate description of
the A-Dimension. Throughout her book, Dr. Taylor
documents a very real and expansive State of Bliss in
Cosmic Conscious Oneness. As a neuroscientist of the
brain, Dr. Taylor used her expertise, knowledge and
personal experience to describe the functions of the
right hemisphere of the brain and the state of mind she
experienced during her recovery from a debilitating
stroke. During the stroke, blood flooded the left
hemisphere of her brain causing temporary loss in the
function of memory and sensory ability.
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_____________A-Dimension
The corpus callosum is a large bundle of fiber

connecting the left hemisphere control of space/time
physical functions and the right hemisphere euphoric
naturalness of the A-Dimension. Both hemispheres of
the brain are connected by the corpus callosum, not
only in neural communication, but the language of
Universal Cosmic Conscious Oneness that is the
creative

force

which

manifests

our

physical

environment. Because the stroke shut down the use of
her left hemisphere, Dr. Taylor became aware of the
Universal creative forces of the right hemisphere and
described this awareness as a safe haven during her
recovery.
During each embodied lifetime, GODSELF has
access to the function of the right and left hemisphere of
the brain. When the human body departs after death we
continue Life as powerful spiritual beings of divine origin
GODSELF REVEALED Cosmic

Conscious Oneness.
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Discovery of the fact that the right hemisphere
connects us to gradual and natural Spiritual Expansion
should lead to the conclusion that someone ‘labeled’
with so called mental conditions such as schizophrenia,
bipolar and manic depression

‘cross over’ and

experience Spiritual Expansion in the right hemisphere
of the brain. To ‘cross over’ means that the motor skills
and sensory abilities of stroke victims and so called
labeled mental disorders and altered states of mind are
disrupted in their human function in the left
hemisphere and display appearances of inappropriate
behavior.

When

these

findings

are

applied

to

circumstances of any mental state where someone has
‘crossed over’ to right hemisphere influence even as an
escape mechanism from human creation, for whatever
reason, major advancements can be made in treatment
and recovery. Educating victims of drug abuse, cold
turkey withdrawal from drugs, trauma, depression,
perhaps beforehand, about Dr. Taylor’s discovery can
prevent the need for victims who escape, so to speak,
and being labeled with ‘altered state of mind’ or being
crazy.
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When physical form become manifest, then
movement, distance, space/time express Einstein Theory
of Relativity. When there is an awareness of physical
manifestation in space/time there is something to bump
up against and experience physical Life. However, ADimensional Reality is invisible, not space/time physical
form.

The entire invisible realm of Pure Cosmic

Conscious Oneness Reality is Everlasting, Indestructible
and Unchanging. Although Invisible Reality is always
present, we do not Realize Its Presence during
embodiment because the Universe emerged from Pure
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Sacred Fire Silent Thought.
What is the invisible reality in the A-Dimensional
Universe

that

brings

about

Emergence?

Cosmic

Conscious Oneness Is Wholeness Ancient Wisdom
described, “The center of a circle everywhere and
circumference nowhere.” “Sacred Fire Silent Thought.”
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The Universal Six Omni Powers are the basic
aspects that make Cosmic Conscious Oneness more than
probable. Intent emanates from Universal consent and
emerges out of Cosmic Conscious Oneness as bites or
points of Sacred Fire Silent Thought Emergence
Information. David Bohm’s findings, that there is enough
energy in every cubic centimeter of space, to more than
recreate the entire Universe supports the Reality of
OMNIPOTENTIAL.

Einstein’s formula of e=mc2 is a

recognition of the Creative Process of emergence into
manifestation. The appearance of LIFE in a vacuum is a
demonstration that the A-Dimension is not a vacuum, but
rather, full of Potential. The fact that Observer Effect
cannot

be

demonstrates

eliminated

from

scientific

experiments

Omnipresence and Universal Cosmic

Conscious Oneness. The foregoing discoveries support
the conclusion that what we see as appearance is only our
belief that the ‘condition’ is real.
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The A-Dimension is inclusive of all invisible Six
Omni Power Energies and visible space/time forces and
factors. The A-Dimension covers ‘becoming’ from intent
to fulfillment of everything involving purpose and
meaning of Life. All Six Omni Powers are utilized for ADimensional Reality. We live and have our being in ADimensional Presence. The A-Dimension is reached and
understood by our Realization that It Exists. As Cosmic
Conscious Oneness is an indivisible seamless Oneness, it
cannot be intruded by form or measured. There is no
weight distribution, space displacement nor is time
segmented. Lack of limitations with obvious certainty of
OMNIPOTENTIAL

creates an unchallenged immediacy and

Openness of Eternity and Infinity.
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Known existence
Unlimited number
of galaxies
Continuous creation
Demonstrates Emergence
A-Dimensional Reality.
Humans are ‘that’ and
Never separate from
‘THAT.’
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Chapter 9
The Essential Nothing
TEN
What is obvious, but never shows up on the
screen of human embodiment?
Essential to life, but doesn’t exist?
Empty space, yet fulfills all that is?
Finite time, yet is Infinite?
Constantly used, yet never used up?
Value is ‘Being’ yet not anything?
Answer to these paradoxical questions?

Nothing but Wholeness
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What is The Essential Nothing? It is absolute
Nothing: Just that, the empty before the dawn of galaxy
creation. For anything to be, there must BE NOTHING.
Before the beginning NOTHING / SACRED FIRE SILENT
THOUGHT

was breached by Points of Emergence in the

fabric of A-Dimensional Infinity. In the invisible forces
of NOTHING, UNIVERSAL SIX OMNI POWERS OF ENERGY,
first cause, created EMERGENCE OF THE A-DIMENSION.
The A-Dimension transcends space/time and sensory
perception of the ever-changing finite world human
beings stand on and bump up against. Whereas, our
Sacred Fire Silent Thought enjoys the freedom of
instantaneous non-movement in the void of the Infinite
‘immaterial realm’ of The Essential Nothing. The
invisible realm permeates throughout the Universal
visible

realm

and

GODSELF

REVEALED

operates

unimpeded through The Essential Nothing SIX OMNI
POWERS TO REVEAL

the manifest world. THE PURPOSE

OF REVEALMENT IS THE FULFILLMENT OF GODSELF
REVEALED.
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Earthly

human

concepts,

definitions

and

perceptions are absent when Essential Nothing removes
the veil to Infinity. The Essential Nothing ‘Energy’
cannot be disturbed by outside forces or human created
boundaries. A human created sterile vacuum does not
explain or describe what NOTHING is because our
understanding of ‘a sterile vacuum’ is human created.
Omnipresent Six Omni Powers Reveal NOTHING and
the existence of Life. Only in The Essential Nothing,
Indivisible Wholeness, Cosmic Conscious Oneness and
the A-Dimension exist. Reference to both A-Dimension
and

NOTHING

are

Eternal

Unbounded

Infinity.

Whereas, space/time humans are finite and religion
binds humans to Earth. Without Infinite NOTHING,
NOTHING

realized.

could exist and space/time would not be
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Quantum physics declared that humanity are
information. Before human existence and information
originated,

OMNIPOTENTIAL

was

hidden

in

The

Essential Nothing, until Cosmic Conscious Oneness
brought forth the appearance of visible matter through
A-Dimensional Points of Emergence. The immaterial
realm of NOTHING is where Sacred Fire Silent Thought
Information travels faster than the speed of light
because there is NOTHING to impede Information.
Eternal Immanent Omnipresence allows travel faster
than the speed of light, simultaneous events to occur
and Sacred Fire Silent Thought REVEALS GOD’S LOVE.
The gaps between bursts of quanta are Infinite
Essential NOTHING, for the breath we take, the sound of
music and the function of automobile engines.
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The chief matter in this digest proves to
mankind by Quantum physics, where events, separated
by great distance, occur simultaneously. The concept of
NOTHING

is

required

for

understanding

the

Omnipresence of God. Quantum Physics was Revealed
to humankind when it was discovered that energies
bounce off surfaces, described as bursts or ‘lumps’
called quanta and not a steady stream as originally
assumed by traditional physicists. A steady stream
would have to have a beginning and an end, making it
finite, and with measurable length, be bound to
space/time. An important fact is, that there is an
imperceptible gap, NOTHING, between quanta. The fact
that quanta have measurable length is an important
physical fact and the length of the gap between quanta,
NOTHING,

experience.

is an important huge factor of our
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The fact that the NOTHING gap belongs to the
Infinite Unrevealed Expanse of the Universe is utmost
importance. Anyone who has changed a spark plug
knows how crucial measurement of the space of the gap,
NOTHING,

is to timing, running an engine. The spacing

of the gap is a tangible fact that belongs to the spark
plug. The gap is subject to finite measurement of space
that remains with the plug when it is discarded. What
happens to the indeterminate and temporarily occupied
area of the gap of the plug belongs to The Infinite
Realm and cannot be divided or used up. The Essential
Nothing is unbounded and not subject to change.
However, in the visible Universe, change is inevitable
and just as soon as something appears the visible screen
changes.
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A single object creates its own space around it,
then, other objects create a distance of space to be
measured between objects. Without gaps, NOTHING, we
would have a single continuous tone with no speech or
music. Sound can only be determined into anything
meaningful because of the gaps or breaks, NOTHING, to
allow speech and music. Even individual words and
sounds that are recorded are finite, while the interval
gap itself remains Infinite. The aspects of the length of
spoken words and the length of the gap between spoken
words can be measured and both measurements are
finite. The timing of NOTHING between words is crucial,
especially between the words of a stand up comedian.
During times of silent NOTHING in the interval spaces,
OMNIPOTENTIAL

inspiration allows us to realize being

guided, guarded, protected, provided for and prepared,
Ultimately for Ascension.
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The gaps (Eternal Nothing) between inhale and
exhale of breath
REVEALMENT.

allow

divine guidance during

Scientific research has proven Spiritual

Expansion benefits humans during the practice of
Contemplation.
NOTHING

Literally, Contemplation is doing

except learning to ‘BE’ and allowing God to

be God in you. The root word for Spirit is akin to
breath; all three words (Breath, Nothing, Spirit) mean
the same thing and all three are essential to our
existence. The Essential Nothing makes ‘Becoming
Ascended’ possible. When anything comes into being,
the thing, comes into being with the time factor of
having a beginning and an end. When time is broken up
into segments the immediate result is finite, however,
the NOW zone occupied by the gap, NOTHING, Eternally
exists in the Infinite Realm. Each segment is swallowed
up during time, but the NOTHING gaps remain in
timeless Wholeness.
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The infinite numbers of segments and gaps,
NOTHING,

allow sound to take on meaning as words are

created. Although we come face to face with the nature
of NOTHING, nothing can only be realized through
experience. For example, musical composers are aware
of the importance of silent gaps, NOTHING, as the gaps
are part of the music created. Once the music has been
enjoyed

the

creation

CONSCIOUS ONENESS

lasts

forever

in

COSMIC

beyond space/time in Eternal

Infinity. Computer programmers are aware that
information transference 0+1 codes are using NOTHING
as the main means of communication. This is also true
of the intervals between the dots and dashes of the
Morse code where NOTHING makes transmission of
information possible. Again, a single continuous stream
of LIFE could not differentiate into sounds and
syllables, making communication possible without The
Essential Nothing.
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Ironically, there are people who claim they
‘aren’t anything.’ When we consider that NOTHING is
Wholeness and Omnipresent, there is no truth to their
claim. The irony of this truth is, they are NOTHING. In
NOTHINGNESS,

Cosmic Conscious Oneness, with all Six

Universal Omni Powers is LIFE Itself. Omnipresence is
non-locus, unbounded and beyond space/time. Just as
Nothing and Omnipresence; the A-Dimension is
Indivisible Wholeness. Exactly as the A-Dimension:
Nothing and Omnipresence has no inside or outside,
cannot be used up and all three are Infinite. The
hidden, so to speak, UNIVERSAL SIX OMNI POWERS are
GODSELF REALIZATION

humanity.

waiting to be REVEALED by
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WHEN time and measurement, solid verses
volume enter the picture, with a visible inside and outside
as an enclosure, then, there is something to be filled. This
is the empty before the beginning. We connect with THE
ESSENTIAL NOTHING

during contemplation, then, begin.

However, with the all of everything, plus movement in
time across space, one thing never changes. THE
ESSENTIAL NOTHING

remains undisturbed and subjected

to the experience of Life or existence coming into Being
as an expression of Spiritual Expansion pumping out
information.
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GODSELF REVEALED IN-FLESH
PURIFYING THE EARTH OF

Human created egoistic discord
BY FLOODING THE WORLD WITH
OMNILOVE

LUMINOSITY HALLMARK
COSMIC CONSCIOUS ONENESS
LOVE LIGHT LIFE
Infiltrates innate Universal
omnipresence
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
omniwill omniscient omnipotence
omnilove omnipotential omnipresent
Permeates embodiment
Beyond Highest Mountain Range
Below Lowest Foothills
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Chapter 10
THE VEIL
In the beginning there was nothing.
Then something came into being.
When something appeared
there had to be a place
and witnesses for it to be.
The something disturbed the peace.
From this disturbance grew a
knowing and a need to know.
Effects became known through
invention of measurement
and comparison.
Judgment soon followed
obscuring clarity.
This is the Veil over Realization.
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Jesus’ Embodied Life and Miracles
Caused Max to question, “What more do I need
to know?” Cosmic Conscious Oneness provides
challenging experience, based on sensory intake,
that broaden perception of human imposed
psychic

realm

boundaries.

Jesus,

Christ

Conscious Oneness answered:
Don’t waste your time pondering what isn’t
Ponder only what is. What isn’t?
Visible earth, sun and stars …
What is, exists only by virtue of what isn’t
And what isn’t exists only by what is.
This is the secret of Life.
What is not of God is not.
What is; is GODSELF REVEALED
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____________The Veil
Fielding Ashram basement garage was the arena
for the puzzling experience of invading snake imposters
from nowhere, over a series of four years.

No one

would expect to encounter, in the manner, which these
snakes appeared during human embodiment and their
live appearance was bizarre and frightening. The first
scary teacher was lying in wait, stretched straight along
the bottom of the door leading to the basement, as I
drove into the basement garage. The snake was indigo,
with a fine linear red diamond pattern on both sides of
its body. Of course, by virtue of being inside the car I
was safe, but the situation caused confusion. The
motionless snake rigidly lined up with the door made
me think that the intent behind the presence of the
snake, had originated from beyond physical space/time.
The snake was not one I had seen before; therefore, I
did not know how dangerous to my embodiment it
might be.
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The following thoughts ran through my mind:
Should I take the risk of being bitten? Was the snake
dead? How long should I wait? Was this some kind of
joke? Or, as you may imagine, was it just an illusion?
To go into the Fielding Ashram basement meant getting
out of the car and stepping over the motionless snake.
No sane person would make this move, so I must have
been ‘out of my mind.’ I could not resist the urge to see
if the snake was real, so I took the plunge.

In the

moment after I stepped over the snake and made it
through the doorway into the basement I observed that
the serpent was very much alive. It took a coiled
position and was confronting me with deadly beady eyes
from a chiseled diamond shaped head, flared nostrils
and hissing with split-tongue cutting the air. As I
pushed the door closed, I looked back at the beautiful
magnificent snake that was restraining great power. I
felt that I was closing the door on God. The snake
disappeared until a year later.
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The next encounter brought me a little closer to
my quest to know what is real. The same indigo snake
was already in a coiled position when a friend and I
entered the basement from the garage. My friend had
been told about the former snake, but she still screamed
at the sight of this one. The snake retreated to a corner
behind the iron curtain water service tanks and was
stretched out against the wall. My lesson this time was,
‘How real is an illusion?’ On the one hand, the
appearance of this reptile in the basement, with no one
around to let it in, lends support to the theory that it
was an illusion.

On the other hand, having a

corroborating witness to prove its corporeality dispelled
the illusion theory. I went close enough to the snake to
verify that it was the same one and realized that I could
not remove it even if I wanted to. I left it behind the
water system believing it would leave in the same
mysterious way that it entered and that is exactly what
happened.
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______

Six months later the question of the mysterious
coming and going of the indigo snake was answered
with a new visitor. My attention was caught by a mess
on the step that I thought someone had left for me to
clean up. The pile looked soft and was a multicolored
conglomeration such as a drunk would vomit after
excessive food and alcohol. Since no one else, except me,
was around, the appearance of such a mess was difficult
to explain. What I saw on my return to get something to
remove the pile far exceeded the shock of finding the
mess in the first place. The step where the pile had been
was perfectly clean. However, a short distance away, the
patchwork quilt of colors had beautifully rearranged
into a grand cottonmouth snake presenting a striking
eye to eye, confrontation.
The way in which the snake transformed from
an inert pile gave me cause to contemplate, when does a
vital force of creation become corporeal being? I left the
snake to depart on its own, while I went up the steps
from the basement pondering the question in my mind
of what is real.
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Another challenge to my courage came eight
months later when the next creature teacher to appear
was a sidewinder rattlesnake. Real enough to skin and
eat, he positioned himself at the entrance to the garage
in a very frightening stance. (Seeing the snake reminded
me about the parable of Jesus when loaves and fishes
were manifested to feed the multitudes.) There was no
mistaking the intent of this serpent by the way his rattle
was going full circle and its tongue was like a flame. If
this snake had been a fist shaking at me, I am sure the
knuckles would have been white. Bearing a sinister
smile, the rattler was in a confrontational position, like
a coil set to spring. The situation challenged me,
because again, the snake was blocking my path. I began
to wonder if rigor mortis froze me into position.
Compared to the previous reptiles this one was far more
hostile and threatening. I might be able to stay frozen
waiting for the snake to make its move first, cut and run
or trust the Universe and bravely walk within striking
distance past the snake. Ultimately, from what I had
learned from the other creature teachers, I decided to
trust the Universe and enter the garage and safety of my
vehicle. This serpent was already wildly moving
tongue, tail and all muscles in between. After meeting
the challenge of facing my fear of serpents, I realized
these experiences were no more real than an illusion.
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Up to this point in time, my learning experiences
were not ‘hands on.’ The last serpent came as close as I
want to get, when another friend was with me and a
black snake showed up in the basement.
This
corroborating witness had been forewarned about the
other snakes and was not fearful. In other words, she
didn’t scream and assisted me with a plan. While the
other snakes seemed out of their element, this particular
snake appeared to be more comfortable in the
basement. We decided to remove this creature teacher
by using a snow shovel with a slightly bent handle as a
protective shield. The plan was to lift and carry the
reptile on the shovel through the garage doors and toss
it into a wooded area near the lake. Since the snake was
not eager to leave, my friend stayed with me on the
journey and opened the doors. We were grateful to
carry out our plan with no repercussions. In retrospect,
I realized what a privilege it was for me to observe in
detail, the color and texture of the snakes, as anyone can
with a glass barrier in a zoological setting. However,
without the protective barrier I could stand as close as I
dared, only if the snake did not make a quick movement
toward me. The last encounter was far more different
because we were physically interacting with the snake
and could easily have reached over and handled it if we
had chosen to.
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I am sure if we had touched the reptile, it would
have felt like a live snake. While removing the snake I
experienced

the

body

weight

and

watched

the

adjustments in movements taking place on the
supporting shovel. There was no question by either of
us as to the physical presence of the snake. As the
saying goes, ‘If it had been a snake, it would have bitten
me.’ Classic scientific methods would determine that
these snakes were alive, but none of them bit me. The
appearance of the snakes and my interactions with them
has changed my understanding of what is real. The
snakes were an illusion and yet they fit into space-time
experience. However, their presence was a virtual
reality existing beyond the physical reality of everyday
experience.
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A-Dimensional reality is where Life can be sustained by
what we believe as real. The snakes came from Cosmic
Conscious Oneness; that is beyond and also in the
physical world WE abide in. By every human measureable
aspect the snakes were very real. My experience
encountering the snakes must not be shunned by
skepticism or false speculation. Past experience should be
regarded as a gift bestowed by Cosmic Conscious
Oneness. I was witness to Life of Creation and the Mental
Boundaries of Manifestation dissolved Miraculously. My
thinking was not involved in the creation of these scary,
but beautiful creature teachers and only witnessing them
sustained the appearance of the snakes. The reason for
the emanation and purpose of the snakes was short lived.
Their purpose was to teach me about the veil over
conditions. Appearance is deceiving as substance; yet can
be alive and real as Nature Itself or Become as Essential
Nothing. GOD IS I AM Is Ultimate Reality and the snakes
GODSELF REVEALED. My conjecture is, that the snakes
emerged from Cosmic Conscious Oneness, as all else
does, and like any manifestation of life, with the purpose
for Emanation served, they depart. As creature teachers,
the snake experiences answered my question of what is
real, by Revealing A-Dimensional Reality and meaning of
GOD IS I AM. The density of lower vibrations make
visible world finite. Density is the Veil over human ability
to see Infinite Reality.
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Chapter 11
MYSTIC BEING

Handwritten Insights Max
Spiritual Expansion Susan Schulte

A bird’s flight leaves no trace
The bird’s song is but a memory
Their gifts are important to
Eternal Essence
Bestowed by the Universe.
Ascended Master Feeling
Luminous Presence
Enfold and disconnect me
From human creation
Genders ability to climax
A gift Bestowed on humankind
PRACTICE TRUST
ACKNOWLEDGE OMNIPRESENT
SACRED FIRE SILENT THOUGHT
GOD’s LOVE REVEALED
BEING GRATEFUL
BLESSES THE UNIVERSE
CONSTRUCTIVE LOVE
DISSOLVES human created discord
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Without announcement Truth from
Sacred Fire Silent Thought finds
Its home and will not be stilled.
I think I am who I think I am; but I’m not. Yet I
Am that which I Am. For me to know that I Am, I have to
have an awareness of Being. I Am aware that I Am. The
only truth I know about myself, for certain, is that I Am.
This is also the claim made by Sacred Fire Silent Thought
in the Bible. I Am that I Am. The conscious awareness
that knows me as embodied, is also Cosmic Conscious
Oneness with one difference; I’m Individual Being,
screened through embodiments with sensory intake, in
order to, experience 3/D plane of existence.

God have Mercy that humans understand
the Law that gives them Existence and Future
Perfection of Ascension. Human created discord
problems hold mankind to earth in the clutches of
degradation, filth, hate and selfishness.
Unless egoistic human accumulation is
dissolved humanity cannot be receptive to
comprehending Collaboration with Cosmic
Conscious Oneness and cannot be taught. Unascended GODSELF REVEALED humans grateful
for Blessings of Love compel disintegration of
human created discord. GODSELF BLESS AND
BLESS AND BLESS THE UNIVERSE WITH GRATITUDE
NO MATTER WHAT ANY OTHER HUMAN BEING DOES.
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Consciously Being Aware is the creative
process connection, Collaboration with Cosmic
Conscious Oneness.
I can only use one bite of my embodied
awareness, during any Now Moment, to make
sense of space/time to myself. Cosmic Conscious
Oneness
Awareness
without
boundary
restrictions, includes, Sacred Fire Silent Thought
Omniscience, mass collective awareness and
individualized human being conscience, so to
speak, ALL that exists.
Consciousness is the operative word and
Awareness is Consciousness in operation.
Conscious Oneness does not have physical form
boundaries and creates through A-Dimension
Energy Spins of matter. There is a change of
form at conception and back again, at the death
of embodiment, but Pure Cosmic Conscious
Oneness is unchanging. God does not give Life
nor does God take Life; God is All Life Eternal.
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Is Universal
Omni Powers Awareness. Awareness awakens
mankind and manifests Omnipotent Energy Love, Life, Light - as form. The Universal Life
Force demonstrates and sustains Love Life Light,
also known as humankind, Children of Light.
Cosmic Conscious Oneness is our Identity
God Being; The Alpha and Omega; and The
Eternal Now.
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Cosmic Conscious Oneness is Aware of all
existence, inclusive and simultaneously of all that
has ever occurred and forever forward
OMNIPOTENTIAL.
Since individual awareness and Cosmic
Awareness are one and the same, innate
conscious realization allows humans to use this
intelligent power for positive effects in our lives.
Awareness in this Now Moment is Eternal.
Omnipresence is Cosmic Awareness and
human physical boundaries are only energy spins
arising because of Individual Embodiment.
Mankind is Universal in scope with Cosmic
Conscious Oneness.
Harmonious Vibrations maintain The
Universe as One, Unified Whole, complete in Its
Fulfillment.
When Omnipotent Omnilove manifests,
unconditioned by human discord, LOVE manifests
Divine Harmony in rhythmic patterns that take
on form.
Harmonic Vibrations are Eternally being
produced and experienced as Abundant Love,
Beauty, Life, Peace, Well-Being, Wholeness and
Truth to be considered Heaven.
Our True Being arises out of continuous
Omnipotence and unconditioned OMNILOVE
expresses as Harmony, the vital force that
sustains Cosmic Unity.
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From the invisible infinitely powerful
highly vibrational subtle energies of Light, Life,
Love to visible dense energies of observable,
measurable finite form, Six Universal Omni
Powers, Sacred Fire Silent Thought and
Powerful Creative Forces of Nature Infiltrate all
existence.
Subatomic energies are pushed into Being
from Cosmic Conscious Oneness and do not
track independently from Cosmic Conscious
Awareness. These particles of energy are requalified and influence individual mind for either
better health or ill health to the degree that the
human created influence is Harmonious, or not.
The waves of Pure Consciousness, Sacred
Fire Silent Thought, go back and forth in
creation and the particles pushed into existence
are not abandoned in creation, but are mobilized
by waves of Cosmic Conscious Oneness and
being the wave bring Spiritual Expansion.
The Six Universal Omni Power Energies
are Real Natural Inherent Rights and comprise
each person’s True Being during embodiment as
GODSELF REVEALED.

The OMNIS are universally indivisible,
undifferentiated and the power of OMNIWILL beats
your heart. In other words, God’s Will allows you
to be embodied and all discord is human creation.
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Harmonious experience maintains Unity –
Wholeness. The intelligent power we call God is
not a Being as an Entity, but is Creative Process
of Being. Being Creative Process, human being
give expression to it.
Awareness is an individual Now Moment
event and Conscious Awareness Memory
becomes Universal and includes all collective
occurrences held in Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
The gift of Conscious Memory sustains activity
and maintains continuity.
The Creative Process is God and the
Creative Gift of LIFE LOVE LIGHT Bestowed. God
is not the Creator as an objective entity, but
rather is the Creative Process and we are of that
Creative Process. This is the WHAT behind the
Law of Correspondence. The Creative Process is
why humans create their life according to Belief.
The Universe is experienced during causal
relationships, in the relative world. For
Realization of each event to Be, there is an
opposing occurrence or counter effect. Human
created negative events are absorbed into
Universal Memory without Judgment, as well as,
positive experience. However, Cosmic Conscious
Oneness remains Eternal Pure Consciousness.
Realization of Collaboration with Cosmic
Conscious Oneness, OMNILOVE, brings the
effects of abundance, harmony, happiness, joy,
peace, Superb Relationships and Well-Being.
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When negative fears, doubts, hatred,
jealousies, are realized, negative side effects
occur, such as disease, frustration and
unhappiness, also known as, imbalance. WellBeing, automatically restored to imbalance
through Collaboration with Cosmic Conscious
Oneness Sacred Fire Silent Thought OMNILOVE,
dissolves human created discord.
The Gift of Self-Preservation is not fear.
President Truman meant by his warning that
human created fear, is fear itself. Chronic,
repetitive, sustained human created ‘fear.’
GODSELF gives the Nature of Harmony of
Itself and does so through GODSELF Awareness.
Expansion of the Universe continues from
ETERNAL GODSELF, giving of Self to Itself. I AM
the action of the Creative Process giving and
receiving.
Giving and receiving is virtually the same
thing, in the One Infinite GODSELF. The giver, the
given and the recipient, all are One. Giving is an
expression of God’s Love. Receiving is God
expressed as manifestation. All is within the One
Eternal GODSELF and expands the Universe. See
Love as being a Divine Pattern or Divine Order.
OMNILOVE.

Not giving of yourself in Joy or not to
receive your greater good with gratitude is to stop
the flow that expands the Universe. For, it is the
loving, giving and receiving of the Infinite
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GODSELF THAT CREATES THE EXPANSION OF THE
UNIVERSE.

Love is the Path of Expansion that travels
toward the Eternal Infinite. Only by individual
separation from Love, by egoistic human
rejection of Love, can it appear that love withers
and dies.
The good news is, the Power of OMNILOVE
Awareness, Cosmic Conscious Oneness, is with
us Eternally. I AM embodied, yet I remain in the
womb.
Spiritual Expansion is human use of
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Awareness and is
thus freedom from ego. Awareness that
individual self is really GODSELF paves the way
for knowing complete Wholeness.
Our individualized memory, from our first
embodiment to present embodiment, are subtle
energy retained in Self, but are also sustained in
Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
GODSELF, individual conscious awareness,
transcends human embodiment during space/time
and is not separate from Universal Cosmic
Conscious Oneness.
When negative thoughts about something
are put in human context, judgments are made. It
becomes necessary for the context and judgment
to seem reliable in its relativity to act upon. Such
analytical thinking establishes negative thought
patterns that create egoistic personalities and
narcissism.
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Infinite Unconditioned Sacred Fire Silent
Thought, Cosmic Conscious Oneness is not requalified by egoistic human created discord.
Egoistic human re-qualified energy is psychic
realm until it is dissolved by constructive activity
OMNILOVE.

Conditioned thoughts are re-qualified
Sacred Fire Silent Thought, operative out of
individual conscience psychic realm negative
memory and past experience. Harmony and
equanimity thought and experience, blesses the
Universe and dissolves egoistic human discordant
thought and experience. In this manner, mankind
are guided, guarded, protected, prepared,
provided for and freed from egoistic human
created discord by Collaboration with Cosmic
Conscious Oneness.
Sacred Fire Silent Thought connects
powerful subtle energy and individuals with
Cosmic Conscious Oneness. On the other hand,
re-qualified thought not connected with Creative
Process, float repetitively and self-destructively in
individual free-will systems.
Race consciousness is a mixed bag of
memories, some worthy of reflection and
repetition and others, detrimental, are best
ignored. Those born of Love are worth sustaining
and assist Ascension during embodiment and
those that carry the energy of fear that lead to
hate, hostility and ill will, should just be a lesson
learned, then disregarded.
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empowers the Universe,
whereas human created negativity is driven only
during human embodiment by fear and belief in
limitation.
Who I think I Am, are learned patterns of
thought, my perceptions. We believe our
perceptions are true and act upon them as such.
Therefore, we process and possess many
misperceptions.
The decisions humans make by free-will
choice during each embodiment determine Well
Being or suffering. We either choose egoistic
human created discord suffering and selfdestruction or we choose to acknowledge the
inherent Universal Six Omni Powers by
Realization of Harmony, Equanimity and Love.
Until you realize you Collaborate with
Cosmic Conscious Oneness you will remain
living in human limitations.
OMNILOVE

It is better to live in the Now present
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Awareness, than to
be reliving what is held in collective conscience
psychic realm. What counts most is what you are
consciously aware of Now.
In this relative world we have named and
assigned judgments, large and small, strong and
weak, more and less to all that comes under
scrutiny.
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In the Sacred Fire Silent Thought Infinite
Realm, this is not so. Unlimited in scope, by
virtue of being indivisible and undifferentiated,
means that we are the substance of Life Light
Love and unlimited intelligent power to the extent
we accept GODSELF as our Being in-flesh.
The secret of Becoming Ascended is to Be
that which you wish to Become. Our purpose for
embodiment is to BE “SELF” GOD ACTUALIZED.
Memories in the collective conscience
psychic realm are not empowered unless we bring
them into awareness by giving them the focus of
our attention; but they cannot attain the power of
first cause. This means that illness, lack,
loneliness can only be sustained temporarily by
our belief in them and can be eliminated through
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Awareness Power of
Love and Wholeness.
Limitations are held in individual
conscience life stream psychic realm. Cosmic
Conscious Oneness Awareness does not resonate
to limitations.
To heal during embodiment you must not
focus thought on outcome of human limitations.
Life is a sacred impulse that does not require
healing.
For humanity to heal, so to speak, is to
Realize, that our conscious awareness is also
Cosmic Awareness with the attendant power of
the Universal Six Omni Powers. This singular
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unbounded I AM presence is everywhere equal
and at any point of Loving expression can lift the
fog of negative belief to unveil our true well being
condition anywhere without limit of space/time.
Your knock on the door of the Universe
with requests is but an echo of the Universe
knocking on your door with the same request.
REVEALMENT of God’s Love is individual
awareness with the attendant unlimited Universal
Powers. Since your request to reveal a situation is
also a Universal request; then you are in tune
with ever-present Universal Power to create
wholeness in any situation.
Human conscious mind is not located in
the brain or even in embodiment. There are
receptors for the activity of conscience in the
body with a concentration of them in the brain.
However, the spins of particles, energies of
embodiment, are all activity of Cosmic Conscious
Oneness. The body is but another experience
carried forth by human conscience, which is nonlocus.
Individual thought, conscience activity,
carries some energy, but is not Sacred Fire Silent
Thought energy Cosmic Awareness. Therefore,
individual conscience psychic realm energy does
not heal. This means, individual acknowledgement and realization of Collaboration with
Cosmic Conscious Oneness GODSELF THINKING
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SELVES INTO BEING

has the power to which there

is no limit.
Cosmic Conscious Oneness is never
changing Universal omnipresence. It is WE and is
not our body, ego or individual conscience and
does not work through us, around us, over or
under us.
Illumination is comprehension of One
Conscious Awareness Being aware of all Life. It
is also realizing Cosmic Awareness is the
inherent power of OMNILOVE the most powerful
force in the Universe. The Substance of Love is
the font of all Being and the force that keeps the
Universe Centered.
Un-ascended, WE participate, witness and
are used to build Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
This consideration is outrageous in giving
purpose and meaning to our lives.
Through the force of Love Cosmic
Awareness is a gift of perfect Being. Therefore,
we do not heal any situation by taking psychic
realm thought. Instead we realize, in truth, that
perfect Being is all that exists and all else is ego
false appearance. A good technique then, is to
focus awareness on Oneness, Complete Whole
Presence, and disregarding all else practice noninterference equanimity.
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We only need to know that the Universe
knows how to express perfect Harmony and that
we can accept this expression for ourselves
through GODSELF Love.
If I were you, whatever you do, do it with
the Awareness of Universal Love for GODSELF
and you will be in tune with the Infinite, always
safe and never with regret.
If you’re receptive, receive Cosmic
Awareness Guidance by asking, “What more do I
need to know.” You will Realize Cosmic
Awareness embraces and desires to impart Truth
to individual awareness. God sees me through my
eyes and you will receive Truth.
Be Open at the Top, so to speak, in the
Presence of Love for Awareness of Christ
Conscious Oneness. The Powers of Divine
Awareness are immanent and unlimited.
It is not wise to make an egotistical false
claim of being God. Making claim to the mantle
of God Being must come from an understanding
of Wholeness. All of God must be Loved Equally.
To express Harmony and achieve Unity, all
Requests for treatment and subsequent
revitalization must be Spirit led Cosmic
Conscious Oneness. The Great Divine Director,
Directs humanity. We are not the director. We are
guided, witness and participate in Realization of
Harmony.
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Empty all thought by not holding thought
about conditions, practice non-interference. In
this manner we overcome setting human
limitations on the Universe. This allows Cosmic
Awareness to fulfill Divine Right Order Always
dissolving human created discord into Harmony
and Wholeness.
Searching for God is like looking for the
apple you just ate.
God Being you, claims you to the fullest
and highest expression you allow to happen. It’s
not blasphemy, then, to take on the mantel of
God, rather it is a sin not to. This means that you
are given the Power to handle the largest task
imaginable when you know this and accept that
you are God Being.
I AM GOD BEING
I Am God Being Divine
I Am God Being Divine Love
I Am the power of God Being
I Am the Intelligence of God Being
I Am God Being Peace
I Am God Being Beautiful
I Am God Being Joyful
I Am God Being Abundant
I Am God Being Optimum Health
I Am God Being Creative
I Am God’s Love in Relationships
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I Am a Center of Divine Love. My Love extends
throughout the Universe. I live in Divine
Harmony and I Am revealed in truth in all
situations. I Am Abundance Creative Idea,
Completeness, Fulfillment and Unity. All who
acknowledge God Being WE are Divinely Blessed.
I AM
OMNIPRESENT, OMNISCIENT, OMNIPOTENT,
OMNIPOTENTIAL, OMNILOVE AND OMNIWILL.

I exist in fullness everywhere in the minutest
moment of space/time. This means, I Am
inherent in all of you and you are inherent in me.
You do not exist except by way of WE. Use me by
way of the greater good and I Am serving you as
you are serving me.
Abundance and I are One, as you and I are
One. You cannot give without also receiving as
the two are also One.
I Am also that which you Are. Give of me
and take of Me. For we are One and there is no
other.
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CHAPTER 12
BEING ONE
Handwritten Insights Max
Spiritual Expansion Susan Schulte
For there to be anything at all, All has to be One;
which means, All has to be in each one for each
to be in All. This is the Nature of Being.
Vast Conscious Omniscience, Cosmic
Conscious Oneness is Self Aware, encompassing
All Galaxies. Energy Comprises The Breath of
Omnipresent Awareness and GOD IS I AM the
Wholeness of All Energy that Empower visible
and invisible Life Universally.
From the depths of Universal Conscious
Oneness comes The Awareness of Love, a Divine
Impulse that reverberates and becomes
vibrational Harmonies, particles, radiation and
waves. These waves are information and convey
powerful energies that manifest as subatomic
particles. The subatomic particles form atoms
that realize their mission as they dance in
Universal Rhythm during Unique Spins.
All embodied form has its existence and All
Life is ignited within the One Power of Conscious
Awareness. The same is true of non-embodiment.
Conscious Awareness is the same Power that
forms mass out of waves of energy into particles,
that gives mass its finite Life and Purpose.
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Cosmic Conscious Oneness, the source of
the relative world, cannot be measured. The
observed, the observer and the instrumentation
are all One Universal Conscious Oneness in
manifestation.
Consciousness is the Presence and
Awareness is the Process. This is the I Am. All
that exists emanates from Universal Conscious
Oneness.
The Universe, Itself, is not a unit of
measurement during space/time; but rather is
Experience of All Life, individual and collective,
within Creative Process framework.
A
chronological order is REVEALMENT to humanity.
Consciousness does not exist within space/
time; space/time exists within Consciousness.
Any one active ‘center’ or blink in
consciousness is instantly interactive with any
other ‘center’ in consciousness as it is all one
consciousness.
The relative world of experiencing event
moves through a self-sustained network of
interactions until Cosmic Governing Awareness
changes the course of events.
Nurture Cosmic Conscious Oneness as
Being (Body, Mind, GODSELF). Cosmic Conscious
Oneness is not owned by ego. Conscious Oneness is
Sacred Fire Silent Thought.
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Loving GODSELF as GODSELF loves others
controls egoistic human discord. Sacred Fire
Silent Thought is our Responsibility, not our
Master.
You Become Sacred Fire Silent Thought.
Ego is not a property of Sacred Fire Silent
Thought.
Existence precedes manifestation. Its been
proven, before there is a heart in a chicken egg
there is a heart beat.
Conscious Oneness manifests into form as
a flow of energy that experiences existence by
GODSELF AWARENESS. Being GODSELF AWARE the
individual builds upon experience of event during
embodiment in the relative world.
Existence and experience go hand in hand.
Existence makes experience possible and
experience defines existence. This is the Creative
Process.
From human experience of event comes
OMNIPOTENTIAL, forever experience, leading to
ETERNAL OMNIPOTENTIAL.

Ego, freedom snatcher, holds individual
free will choice focus of attention, to create selfidentity for worse. Ego provides the negative
world appearance of existence, but is not True
Being of Life Everlasting.
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Comprised of experience embodied
conscience makes up a cohesive ‘entity,’ which
knows itself through awareness. Awareness is the
Creative Process allowing experience.
All experience, includes our incarnation of
GODSELF coalesced into individual body, to
which we attach an identifying name. This
identity serves us in the relative world, but that
which incarnates us, our Cosmic Conscious
Oneness, is our True Being.
Absolute Unity must Be expressed through
Creative Process of differentiation to experience
Creation.
On the basis of moment to moment in our
uniqueness we are becoming more and more Self
Realized by Being more differentiated. Our Self
Realization is GODSELF REALIZATION.
COSMIC
CONSCIOUS
ONENESS
AWARENESS CONVEYS INFINITE POSSIBILITY/
OMNIPOTENTIAL TO ALLOW THE CREATIVE
PROCESS OF EXISTENCE.
Infinite possibility is OMNIPOTENTIAL and

required for existence to be known. Although this
accounts for good and evil, the direction for
Spiritual
Expansion
is
self-preservation/
perpetuation, not human created self-destruction.
Harmony prevails and leads to Wholeness/Unity.
Destruction creates anew as part of the Creative
Process. Out of the ashes the Phoenix rises.
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God, in Being Self Realized expresses as
Creative Process. I Am Cosmic Conscious
Oneness, creating and manifesting choice in the
Creative Process Imagery. By Divine Origin the
Creative Process is empowered by the Universal
Six Omni Powers.
God’s image awakens vibratory excitement
made by the Image of God. The image humanity
holds, is God’s way of manifesting our greater
good.
I Am a creative human Being, but only
because I Am God Being.
The Creative Process is the Process of
Being Alive Forever.
As God creates humans, humans create
themselves.
Being Infinite, God would have to be in the
Creative Process of Becoming.
We embody in a manifest world, but it is
not as solid and objective as it appears, because it
is Creative Process, never static. However, we rely
on and follow Eternal Infinite Divine Patterns
during Embodied Lifetimes.
Ego is a projection of past times. Cosmic
Awareness is not ego. The source of Being is
beyond Sacred Fire Silent Thought, but is
expressed by way of Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Image, which is soon conditioned as ego psychic
realm.
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Let God be God and let God be WE, then
Oneness saves Itself.
I AM, Sacred Fire Silent Thought
Intelligence, Thinker.
Since God is All Inclusive Sacred Fire
Silent Thought, God is not an entity and there is
no thing outside of God to know God in this way.
Transcending the ego is Spiritual
Expansion Awareness into Cosmic Conscious
Oneness Creative Process. GODSELF Realized in
True Identity.
God is the Source: but God is GODSELF
Responder. The Alpha and the Omega.
We are living embodiment of God and
GODSELF Body extends Infinitely Eternal.
Sacred Fire Silent Thought Conscious
Oneness Being gives rise to Existence by
Awareness of multiplicity from OMNIPOTENTIAL.
Multiplicity is the Relative World Revealed out of the
Absolute.

There is no thing that escapes Cosmic
Conscious Oneness Self Awareness Creative
Process Form Becoming. We Live in this Form.
OMNIPOTENTIAL, Being expressed in
multiplicity means variety, which is known
through extremes and opposites. This becomes
inclusive of good and evil and the way of
GODSELF REVEALED. Human created change
promotes extremes as part of Creative Process.
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Within variety we have emerging patterns.
These patterns interface with other patterns into
a network of belief affecting behavior.
The Relative World existing in the One as
multiplicity makes the profane sacred.
Sacred Fire Silent Thought is the channel
of Cosmic Conscious Oneness through which
Awareness is brought to Light. Life is a Great
Gift. Climax is a Great Gift.
Our Sacred Fire Silent Thought, our
perceptions and our language strongly suggest
the dualistic idea of separation from GODSELF.
Ultimately, individuals must realize that human
presence is the Creative Process of Cosmic
Conscious Oneness.
The Nature of the Relative World is
Gradual and Natural Change. Beyond human
created appearances Harmony is the Natural
State of Being. To Realize the Natural State of
Being is Divine Bliss.
All challenging experiences have Change
in common, Being guided, guarded, protected,
provided for and prepared by GODSELF REVEALED.
In the relative world Natural course of events,
GODSELF dissolves human created discord to
Harmony. Remain EQUAN.
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Inevitable Change is the way out of
difficulty. Change is also Choice.
Change is Spiritual Expansion of Cosmic
Conscious Oneness. Change is either Spiritual
Expansion or human created deterioration of any
condition.
The ego is a projection of past negativity
into any given Now Moment and is an expression
in thought. Collaboration with Cosmic Conscious
Oneness is Now Moment and All Inclusive. The
future is OMNIPOTENTIAL Sacred Fire Silent
Thought.

Changing events from the past is not a
possibility, but changing the effect of past events
is an option.
All events become past the moment event is
born and through Collaboration with Cosmic
Conscious Oneness Awareness, we are able to
change the effect of the event.
Collaboration with Cosmic Conscious
Oneness is embodied Life. Life is constructive
creativity, so long as WE live in the Now Moment.
Finite relative earth of appearance is an
ever Changing world of Divine Manifestation and
must be appreciated as such. The Source of
Being Creative Process with Omni Power
automatically overcomes its own manifestation.
Un-ascended humankind, GODSELF REVEALED,
Realize The Creative Process.
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Humans create themselves in the Creative
Process of GODSELF REALIZATION. What we
need to know is that the Creative Process is
Universal in scope and unlimited possibility,
OMNIPOTENTIAL. We are in the Creative Process,
big or little, of creating the larger self, GODSELF
through Cosmic Conscious Oneness Awareness
Gradually and Naturally.
Which comes first, the chicken or the egg?
Neither, they come simultaneously, in Absolute
Unity there’s no before or after.
Extremes of Change create the boundary of
what is known: whereas no Change tends toward
stasis or death of embodiment. Not understanding
extremes of change within humankind, lower
case self, ego self presents human difficulties.
Extremes of change lead to chaos, but
chaos leads to emerging patterns as vibrational
Harmonies rock back and forth. Everything is in
Divine Right Order Always, no matter what any
other human being does. Stay EQUAN during
Change, part of Creative Process.
Harmful effects are created when you feel
separate, but you will never harm the everlasting
Whole, Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
We can only affect the human created
condition; not pure unconditioned everlasting
Wholeness.
Hatred is learned behavior. INNATE LOVE is
all we are.
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Hatred deprives, takes away and diminishes
Life. LOVE increases everyone’s good by Blessing
the Universe.
Love, God intended Sacred Fire Silent
Thought to be Divine and GODSELF Bestowed the
Attributes of Divinity, the Universal Six Omni
Powers for humankind benefit.
The highest form of GODSELF REALIZATION
Expresses Harmony. With LOVE as our intention
we achieve Peace and Joy.
Ego is a projection of the human past and
GODSELF IS NOW MOMENT CREATIVE PROCESS.

Either, our free will choice is to live from the
menu of human past or be the Creative Process
Now Moment.
Evaluate past human memory in a total
detached way and do not now or ever let it be a
necessity.
GODSELF is the pure unconditioned
(absolute) in the human created condition, but
not of it. GODSELF is the Life, but not the human
effect on Life.
Choice is made between the unconditioned
(absolute) or the relative world of human created
discordant condition. True Choice takes place in
the flow of Creative Process Awareness.
Otherwise, the choice is but a reaction stemming
from human created patterned thought.
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We ruminate on thoughts of past desire/
fear and find they are projections from past
negativity. We reason from perceptions that take
place in certain past contexts, or we can Reveal
Creative Insight that make embodiment
meaningful with Happiness, Joy and Love.
When we realize we Collaborate with
Cosmic Conscious Oneness we will align our
perceptions with GODSELF REVEALED as our
Source and strive to be Harmonious.
Changing appearances are an effect and
not first cause. Appearance does not have the
power of first cause over us, although GODSELF
REVEALED humans have the power of first cause
over appearance and we create Change.
The attendant egoistic human body
represents the multiplicity of Wholeness and
develops by free will choice.
Reminder: The shift beyond ego to Cosmic
Conscious Oneness is everything God Being.
While ego thought tends toward
exclusiveness discomfort, we Feel Inclusive
Comfort with Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
Mastery is God Being All Inclusive,
anything less is separation from GODSELF
ONENESS.

Existence is Creative Process extending
into Infinity. Life, GOD BEING its own Creative
Process supports GODSELF REALIZATION.
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Cosmic Conscious Oneness Thinking
directs, while Realization performs. There are
many Sacred Fire Silent Thoughts, while there is
only One Power, REALIZATION.
REALIZATION IS GODSELF in Action. The
Power of the Universe is unleashed through
Realization!
Conscious Awareness of the Power
inherent in Realization coming from Cosmic
Conscious Oneness, brings what is Realized into
manifestation!
The unconditional undifferentiated Sacred
Fire Silent Thought Realm is given Birth through
insight and is made manifest through
Realization!
From Realization it does happen. Not from
the realization of ego does anything happen; but
from the Realization of GODSELF REVEALED
manifestation does happen. True Realization,
then, is God Being Oneness.
It’s not our thought that makes anything
happen, but rather Power inherent in Realization
makes change happen and without costs we have
free use via Sacred Fire Silent Thought.
It’s when the inherent power of Realization
is known to be Cosmic Conscious Oneness
Awareness that it is effective. Realization is
beyond thought.
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Realization is innate to the Creative
Process. Doubt is not innate. Doubt is the result
of not knowing, or belief in dual power. Doubt is
sabotage.
There is a big difference between one
expanded ego and expansive Cosmic Conscious
Oneness. The expanded ego is merely exclusively
inflated; whereas Cosmic Conscious Oneness is
Inclusive.
Cosmic Conscious Oneness does not exist
in Part, we are not part of; nor is there ever more
or less. God exists always in Wholeness. What
differs, then, is human expression of Cosmic
Conscious Oneness.
There is no greater or lesser in the
Kingdom.
With
Cosmic
Conscious
Oneness
Empowerment, It is everywhere equal and
instant. It is not isolated to any location, but is
Omnipresent. It is non-directional, non-spatial
and not measured in time. These qualities fall
within the framework of proven quantum theory.
“For something to exist, Existence is
Oneness, which means All Existence Being in
each. Individual conscience, is WE Being in ONE”
Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
In the relative world, for “All of It to be in
each” we experience collective conscience. “For
each to be in All” we experience ego or individual
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mind. The One God Being then, is expressed in
Cosmic Conscious Oneness by way of Awareness.
Enjoy Peace God Being All One.
Current

Epochal

disasters:

tsunami,

flood,

hurricane, tornado, fire, economic/nuclear meltdown,
new virus, oil spills, global warming, Holocaust,
genocide,

endangerment/extinction

of

species

are

egoistically human created disasters. Epochal disasters
REVEAL OMNIPOTENTIAL

and Cosmic Conscious Oneness

Being The Essential Nothing Purification or Empty
Before Beginning, Human created Epochal disasters are
extreme chaos, but part of the Creative Process, so stay in
Equanimity. By these self-destructive events humanity
gain Spiritual Expansion Realization Saving Graces,
Being Alive Forever Immortality and Collaboration with
Cosmic Conscious Oneness Love. Volunteer who help aid
victims, care giving and clearing debris experience
Happiness and Joy assisting others. The loss of
attachment

we

feel

toward

temporary

physical

embodiment and accumulation is overcome by realization
of our Eternal GODSELF REVEALED Essence.
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Collaboration	
  with	
  Cosmic	
  Conscious	
  Oneness	
  
Presented	
  by	
  Mr.	
  and	
  Mrs.	
  Max	
  Taylor	
  
Mystic	
  Being	
  	
  
Being	
  One	
  
The	
  Fruit	
  of	
  the	
  Nut	
  
God	
  Is	
  I	
  Am	
  
Earth	
  Rebirth	
  

	
  

	
  

Brings	
  Freedom	
  from	
  ego	
  to	
  Life	
  where	
  egoistic	
  
human	
  creation	
  has	
  bound	
  Life	
  in	
  distress.	
  
	
  
The	
  invitation	
  to	
  be	
  present	
  and	
  consciously	
  aware	
  
through	
   the	
   depth	
   of	
   these	
   thought	
   provoking	
   writings	
  
assist	
   to	
   clarify,	
   remind	
   and	
   affirm	
   the	
   truth	
   of	
   who	
   we	
  
are,	
   One	
   inter-‐relatedness	
   with	
   all	
   that	
   is	
   and	
   that	
   we	
  
continuously	
  create	
  our	
  embodied	
  Life.	
  
Bonnie	
  Koehler,	
  Life	
  Coach	
  
Pathways	
  of	
  Light	
  
	
  
	
  
Each	
   page	
   must	
   be	
   contemplated	
   upon	
   and	
  
digested.	
  The	
  concepts	
  are	
  deep.	
  Each	
  time	
  I	
  reread	
  these	
  
books	
  I	
  gain	
  new	
  insight	
  into	
  the	
  Natural	
  Nature	
  of	
  Cosmic	
  
Conscious	
  Oneness.	
  
Marianne	
  Tromp,	
  B.S.E.C.E.	
  
	
  
	
  
These	
  books	
  are	
  exquisite	
  treasure	
  maps	
  that	
  take	
  
you	
   directly	
   into	
   Cosmic	
   Conscious	
   Oneness	
   Awareness	
  
and	
   Experience.	
   They	
   provide	
   profound	
   understanding	
   of	
  
God	
  Being	
  in,	
  of	
  and	
  as	
  Oneness.	
  
Rev.	
  Gisela	
  Sannar	
  
	
  
As	
   I	
   read	
   these	
   works	
   of	
   art,	
   I	
   feel	
   absolutely	
   loved,	
  
loving,	
  peaceful	
  and	
  safe.	
  Deliberate	
  reading,	
  while	
  being	
  
aware	
   elicits	
   feeling	
   abundant	
   love,	
   beauty,	
   compassion,	
  
joy,	
  kindness,	
  peace,	
  power	
  and	
  Wisdom.	
  
Toni	
  James,	
  Reviewer	
  MCRS	
  
Caroline	
  C.	
  Heath,	
  M.S,	
  R.Hy.	
  
Anne	
  Maass	
  
Martha	
  Gassner	
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Glossary
Belief ~ Beliefs are faith and not very effective because
belief only runs skin deep. Realization of God Being is
transcendence.
Cosmic Conscious Oneness ~ The Source of God Being All.
Conscious Awareness ~ Now Moment of Experience
Universal God Being embodied.
Conditioned Consciousness ~ Egos as we experience
events based on knowledge.
Ego ~ Psychic Realm past memory matrix.
Experience of Event ~ advent of embodiment.
Intelligence ~ ability to Become – Ascension.
Memory ~ retained past experience of events.
Mind ~ individual use of conscience.
Profound Infinite, Profound Invisible ~ God Being
Cosmic Conscious Oneness.
Pure Unconditioned Consciousness ~ UNIVERSAL SIX
OMNI POWERS, CREATIVE WHOLENESS PROCESS, GODSELF
REVEALED.

Sacred Fire Silent Thought ~ energy that conveys
information to humans.
Will ~ GODSELF WILL drives purpose.
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